First Violin
Hidetaro Suzuki, Concertmaster
_The Ford-West Chair_
Philip Palermo,
Associate Concertmaster
Christel Phelps Steele,
Assistant Concertmaster
_The Medich Chair_
Dean Franke,
Assistant Concertmaster
_The Wilcox Chair_
Barbara Fisher Agresti
Gino Agresti
David Collins
William Earnhart
Jennifer Farquhar
Carol Frohlich
Vladimir Krakovich
Dinah Montgomery
Raye Pankratz
Yefim Pastukh
Marc Silberger
Gary Silauzis

Second Violin
Konstantin Umansky, Principal
David Bartolowits,
Associate Principal
Mary Anne Berens,
Assistant Principal
_The Tauvel Chair_
Lydia Earnhart
Victoria Kintner
Becky McKibben
Barbara Radomski
John Radomski
Catherine Rossi
Christine Laabs Schildbach
Lisa Scott
Oleg Zukin

Viola
Michael Isaac Strauss,
Acting Principal
Terry E. Langdon,
Associate Principal
Beverly Scott,
Assistant Principal
Nancy Agres
Ruth Critchley Boerner
Stephanie Jong
Amy Kniffen
Eva Lieberman
Rosemary Rader
Marjorie Rupp

Cello
Arkady Orlovsky, Principal
Perry Scott,
Associate Principal
Robert Sansone,
Assistant Principal
_The Dr. and Mrs. Robert Rudesill Chair_
Sarah Boyer
Ingrid Fischer-Bellman
Jeffrey S. Lapin
Mark Maryanovsky
Anne Duthie McCafferty
_The Thomas N. Atkins Chair_
Katherine Vaccaro Natali
Jian-Wen Tong

Contrabass
Stewart Arfman, Principal
Robert Goodlett II,
Assistant Principal
Nami Akamatsu
Henry W. Boerner III
Leonard Bennett Crandford
Gregory Dugan
Peter A. Hansen
Michael Hart

Flute
Karen Moratz, Principal
Robin Peller
Rebecca Price Arrensen,
Assistant Principal

Piccolo
Rebecca Price Arrensen

Oboe
Malcolm Smith, Principal
Sharon Possick-Lange
Roger Roe, Assistant Principal

English Horn
Roger Roe
_The Ann Hampton Hunt Chair_

Clarinet
David A. Bellman, Principal
_The Robert H. Mohlman Chair_
Achille Rossi
Michael Borschel,
Assistant Principal

Bass Clarinet
Michael Borschel

Bassoon
Charles Rader, Acting Principal
John Wetherill

Contrabassoon
Charles Rader

Horn
Robert Danforth, Principal
Richard Graef, Assistant Principal
Peter Kline
Jill Boaz

Trumpet
Marvin C. Perry II, Principal
Robert Wood
Paul Hilgeman

Trombone
James Beckel, Principal
K. Blake Schlabach
John Bart

Bass Trombone
John Bart

Tuba
Anthony Kniffen, Principal

Timpani
Jack Brennan, Principal Timpani
Craig A. Hetrick, Assistant Principal

Percussion
Paul Berns, Principal
Craig A. Hetrick
Arthur Schilbach

Harp
Diane Evans, Principal
_The Walter Myers Jr. Chair_

Keyboard
_The Women’s Committee Chair_
Endowed in honor of Dorothy Munger

Conducting Assistant
James Johnston

Personnel
Paul Berns, Manager
K. Blake Schlabach, Assistant

Library
Michael Runyan, Manager
David E. Gruender, Librarian
Richard Grymonpre, Assistant

Stage
Quentin L. Quinn, Manager
Kenneth Bandy, Assistant
James Decker, Technician
Michael C. Harmeson, Technician